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Abstract—Through constant improvements in recent years
radar sensors have become a viable alternative to lidar as the
main distancing sensor of an autonomous vehicle. Although
robust and with the possibility to directly measure the radial
velocity, it brings it’s own set of challenges, for which existing
algorithms need to be adapted. One core algorithm of a per-
ception system is dynamic occupancy grid mapping, which has
traditionally relied on lidar. In this paper we present a dual-
weight particle filter as an extension for a bayesian occupancy
grid mapping framework to allow to operate it with radar as
its main sensors. It uses two separate particle weights that
are computed differently to compensate that a radial velocity
measurement in many situations is not able to capture the actual
velocity of an object. We evaluate the method extensively with
simulated data and show the advantages over existing single
weight solutions.

Index Terms—dynamic occupancy grid mapping, radar, parti-
cle filter, autonomous driving

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurately perceiving the environment is one of the key
challenges when developing autonomous or highly automated
vehicles [1]. A framework commonly used to represent and
generate a map of the surroundings is occupancy grid mapping.
Introduced in [2], occupancy grid maps split the environment
into independent cells that store information about occupancy
at the respective cell position. They accumulate measurement
information over time using a Bayes filter update process [3].
Initially developed assuming a static environment, dynamic
objects can cause issues, in form of fragments due to not
propagating occupancy of moving objects correctly. Hence,
the framework has been further improved by storing dynamic
information inside the cells [4] or track it using particle filters
[5]. This allows a concise and combined representation of
the static and dynamic environment which can be further
processed by planning algorithms or Multi-Object-tracking.

Most of the applications using (dynamic) occupancy grid
maps rely on lidar sensors and complement it with radar
[6]. However, the high cost of lidar and the challenge of
processing the large amount of data provided through the
sensor hinders the mass deployment of autonomous vehicles.
An alternative would be to use only radar as distancing
sensors. They are widely available in automotive grade at a

cheaper cost. Although noisier compared to lidar, radar works
in almost any environmental condition and adds the benefits
of direct radial velocity measurement. In order to make radar-
only based systems more reliable and safer, this paper presents
a modified version of Hybrid-Sampling Bayesian Occupancy
Filter (HSBOF) [7] [8] tailored towards using radar mea-
surements as main source of information. For this a dual-
weight particle filter is used to process the radial velocity
and range information in an optimal manner. Hence, the main
contribution of this paper is an adaption of the particle filter
that allows to track dynamic objects in the HSBOF framework
using only radar, also in situations where it would usually fail
with a conventional implementation.

The outline of the paper is as follows: Section II briefly
discusses the current state-of-the-art for dynamic occupancy
grid mapping. Section III explains the used algorithm, chal-
lenges when using radar and the dual weight approach. The
performance of the new approach is evaluated and compared
in section V. Finally a conclusion and outlook is given in
section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In the original dynamic Bayesian Occupancy Filter (BOF)
[4] the information is contained in a four-dimensional grid,
which requires discretization of the velocity and is computa-
tional expensive. In order to tackle this a significantly more
efficient version of a BOF has been proposed in [5], combining
a grid representation with a particle filter. In this framework the
particle filter estimates the velocity and occupancy distribution
in the grid and is used to identify dynamic cells. This method
has been adopted and improved in [7] [8]. In [9] a detailed
fusion approach for lidar and radar using a BOF is described.
It shows that combining the two sensors improves performance
of the filter. The same paper also introduces a Dempster-Shafer
representation [10], [11], [12] which can be alternatively
used to fuse the information. Further adaptions which use
Dempster-Shafer as an alternative to the classical BOF [13],
combine it with Random-Finite-Set theory [14] or incorporate
object-level information and multi-object-tracking [15], [16],
[17]. All approaches so far have been mainly lidar based,
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complemented with radar to increase performance. Radar-
only-methods for static BOFs and freespace estimation have
been proposed in [18] and [19], by including radar-sensor-
specifics, like signal amplitude and field-of-view into the
standard Inverse Sensor Model. A first radar-based dynamic
grid has been presented in [20], which is an adapted version
of [21] to deal with the additional noise of the radar data.

III. RADAR-BASED BAYESIAN DYNAMIC GRID MAPS

This section describes the relevant technical details in order
to understand the used framework. It is based on [7] and
determines simultaneously the state of a grid cell, to be
free, static occupied and dynamic occupied. It also utilizes a
dualism of classical occupancy grid mapping and particle filter.
Furthermore, the modifications to optimize the framework
towards the use of only radar data and the reasoning behind
them are explained.

A. Environment Representation

The surrounding environment of the vehicle is represented
by a grid map, centered at the position of the ego-vehicle. Each
cell consists of three parts, which express, if it is empty (free),
occupied by a static object (static occupied), or occupied by
a dynamic object (dynamic occupied). Additionally particles
with the state vector x = [x, y, vx, vy, weight]

T are used
to help in tracking the dynamic occupation. Each particle
is assigned to a specific cell based on the position. Fig. 1
visualizes the concept.

Fig. 1. Each cell contains information about free space, occupancy as well
as dynamics in form of particles. [7].

• Free: Probability that the cell is empty P (emp). This
is identical to the free space known from classical oc-
cupancy grid mapping. Free space doesn’t contain any
dynamic component as empty cells are always assumed
to have zero velocity

• Static (occupied): Probability of the cell to be occupied
and to have velocity zero P (occ ∩ v = 0). This slightly
differs from classical occupancy grid mapping as velocity
information is included when updating the occupancy.

• Dynamic (occupied): Probability of the cell to be occu-
pied and to have non-zero velocity P (occ∩ v 6= 0). This
component consists of a set of particles, which represent
the velocity distribution of the cell. Each particle has also
a weight, which expresses certainty about the similarity
of the particle state to observed state given recent mea-
surements. The sum of all particle weights represents the
overall dynamic probability of a cell.

All updates for the states are in each processing cycle first
calculated independently, and secondly followed by a joint
update. An advantage of this joint representation is that no
explicit separation into static and dynamic measurements is
necessary. This often is a challenge for radar data, hence the
framework is well suited to deal with radar sensors.

B. Bayesian Dynamic Grid Mapping

In this section the relevant details for understanding the
HSBOF are provided. An overview of the algorithm structure
is given in figure. The focus of this section will be on how the
each of the cell states are derived and the joint update process.
A detailed description can be found in the original paper [7].
In Fig. 2 the general structure of the algorithm is displayed.
In the following some of the key components (1-4) will be
described in more detail.

1) Radar Measurements: A radar measurement commonly
is defined by a position in polar coordinates and a radial
velocity (range rate). For easier processing in the grid the mea-
surement is transformed into Cartesian coordinates. Position
is in the vehicle frame and the x-y velocity is a projection of
the radial velocity into the global frame resulting in the state
vector xr

xr = [xr, yr, vr,x, vr,y]
T (1)

2) Create measurement grid: In the measurement grid the
cell probabilities for being free Pfree and static occupied Pstatic

based on the latest measurements are stored. All updates for
the states are first calculated independently and are normalized
jointly in a later step. In our implementation we calculate
free space with a Gaussian probability density function (PDF)
fd(d) with µf = 0 and a standard deviation σf depending on
sensor and resolution. The variable is the distance d between
the cell center (xc, yc) and the measurement.

dc =

∥∥∥∥[xryr
]
−
[
xc
yc

]∥∥∥∥
2

(2)

fd(d) =
1

σf
√

2π
exp

(
−1

2

(
d− µf

σf

)2
)

(3)

Pfree = 1− fd (dc) (4)

For Pstatic we incorporate both velocity and position of the
measurement. The general idea is that the closer a cell is to
a measurement with zero-velocity the more likely it is to be
static occupied. This is possible due to the velocity measure-
ment of the radar sensor. We define a 3D-multivariate Gaussian
density distribution fv(vr) with distance and velocity equal



Fig. 2. General structure of the used algorithm as shown in [22]. It combines classical occupancy grid mapping with a particle filter for estimating dynamics
inside the grid.

to zero as µs and a covariance Σs. The variable xs is a
combination of the distance dc and the velocity of used xr.

xs = [dc, vr,x, vr,y]
T (5)

Pstatic =
1

|
√

2πΣs|
exp

(
− 1

2 (xs−µs)
T

Σ−1
s (xs−µs)

)
(6)

Including the velocity into the formulation allows to better
estimate if a cell is static compared to only the distance to
a measurement. For both cases, the cells that need to be
updated can be determined using ray tracing algorithms and
it’s variations. Each measurement is then used to update the
existing occupancy grid following a BOF formulation.

3) Update particle weights: Parallel to creating the mea-
surement grid the weights of the particles need to be deter-
mined. In a BOF formulation the existing weight wt−1 with
new information based on the latest measurement. The weights
determine which particle are kept during the resampling step
of the particle filter. Each particle is defined as follows:

xp = [xp, yp, vp,x, vp,y, wt]
T (7)

For the weight update two approaches based on the formu-
lation in [9] can be utilized. In the first one the weight is
calculated relative to the distance dp between particle and
nearest measurement (nearest neighbour). A decay factor ε
is used to model the increasing uncertainty in the previous
weight.

wposition = fd(dp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
update

(1− ε)wt−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
prior

(8)

Even though the velocity is not included, the assumption is
that only particles which move in the correct direction can
accumulate enough weight to be consistently resampling. This

approach is also used with lidar data, which don’t provide
direct velocity information.

The second method includes velocity in a way similar to the
static cell computation. Particles which have a velocity similar
as the closest measurement receive a high weight. In addition
a proximity factor, based on the distance to the measurement,
is used to ensure only particles within reasonable distance are
rewarded. In case there is no measurement, the previous weight
is kept. A corresponding update term is defined as follows:

vp = (vp,x, vp,y) (9)

dp =

∥∥∥∥[xryr
]
−
[
xp
yp

]∥∥∥∥
2

(10)

wvelocity = fd(dp)fv(vp)︸ ︷︷ ︸
update

(1− fd(dp))(1− ε)wt−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
prior

(11)

The function fv(vp) is a PDF similar to (6) with µv =
(vr,x, vr,y) and a respective Σv . An discussion on the different
weight calculations and the impact on performance when
choosing either is provided in section V.

4) Update the dynamic occupancy grid: Lastly an impor-
tant part of the dynamic occupancy grid framework is the joint
update of all states. In a first step a normalization factor qnorm

is calculated per cell by suming up the probabilities of all
states (Pfree, Pstatic) and weight wk of each single particle
in the respective cell:

qnorm = Pfree + Pstatic +
∑
k

wk (12)

Using qnorm each of the final cell states can be calculated:

P (emp) =
Pfree

qnorm
(13)



P (occ ∩ v = 0) =
Pstatic

qnorm
(14)

P (occ ∩ v 6= 0) =

∑
k wk

qnorm
(15)

IV. DUAL WEIGHT PARTICLE FILTER

In this section the challenge of measuring the velocity
of objects moving lateral to the sensor using only radar is
described and we propose a dual-weight particle filter in order
to compensate this shortcoming.

A. Challenges in Radar-Only Setups

A characteristic of radar sensors is the ability to directly
measure the radial velocity using the Doppler effect. In many
situations already having this partial velocity measurement
is already highly beneficial. As shown in [9] a radar and
lidar dynamic occupancy grid map outperforms the lidar-only
version. However, when an object is moving lateral (tangential)
to the sensor, the radial distance is not changing. Hence, the
object is measured with a radial velocity of zero and seen as
non-moving (Fig. 3). For the task of dynamic occupancy grid
mapping, where we want to distinguish between static and
dynamic objects, this can cause problems when using radar
as the only sensor. An obvious solution would be to use the
position of the measurement only as in (6). But this would
require to significantly increase the number of particles in
order to improve the chance of getting the correct velocity
and thereby significantly add computation load. In addition
it would mean to completely neglect the benefits radar can
provide in terms of velocity estimation. Hence in in section
IV-B we propose a dual weight approach to optimally use
radar and achieve good results with only a small number of
particles.

Fig. 3. Examples for when the radial velocity Ṙ, with R denoting the radius,
is equivalent to the object velocity, and when it is seen as non moving: Ṙ1 = 0
(but v1 6= 0), Ṙ2 = 0 (but v2 6= 0), Ṙ3 = v3.

B. Dual Weights

The main factor in determining if a cell is dynamic or static
is the correct weight calculation of the particle weights. In (6)
and (11) we introduced how to calculate the weights wposition

and wvelocity. Both of them, with their own set of advantages
and shortcomings. Neither of weight calculations alone is
sufficient to create accurate dynamic grid maps.Therefore,
we propose a simple adaption to the framework by using
two weights instead of one and continuously update both
of them. The reasoning behind is that in situations where
one of the weight calculations is sub optimal or wrong,
the other one compensates (Fig. 4). Hence, improving the
particle filter estimation and consequently overall dynamic grid
performance. The dual weight approach only requires minor
changes in the algorithm.

• Extend the particle state to have two weights:

xp = [xp, yp, vp,x, vp,y, wposition, wvelocity]
T (16)

• Each iteration update and consistently track both weights
wposition and wvelocity.

• Determine the weight for the re-sampling step using a
max operator:

wresample = max (wposition, wvelocity) (17)

In Fig. 4 an simplified example of how the introduced weights
change in different situations. The assumption is that the
particle is moving with a velocity similar to that of the object.

Fig. 4. Dual Particle Weights: When the measured radial velocity is close
to the objects velocity (0s-2s,8s-10s) the velocity weight and position weight
behave similar. When the radial velocity differs from the objects (3s to 8s),
the particle can still keep a high weight.

V. EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the performance of the differ-
ent single weight solutions and show that our dual weight
approach outperforms either of them. The evaluation is done
with simulated data generated using the MATLAB Radar and
Autonomous Driving Toolboxes. As a sensor setup four short-
range radars (SSR) at the wheel positions and one longe-range
radar in the front center are used. During evaluation we focus
on the ability to track moving parts in the grid map. A cell



is classified as dynamic when P (occ ∩ v 6= 0) is larger then
0.6. Particles in dynamic cells are clustered using a DBSCAN
algorithm [23] and weighted averages for position and velocity
are taken. Those are then compared to the ground truth.

We evaluate the object tracking and dynamic estimation on
two scenarios, simple following maneuver (simple road) and a
more complex highway scenario. In both cases, vehicles move
between 70 km/h and 130 km/h. The map size is 200m x 25m
with a resolution of 0.5 and 10000 particles. Fig. 5 shows the
structure of the testing scenarios.

Fig. 5. Overview of the testing scenarios used for evaluating the presented
approach. The green car represents the ego-vehicle.

A. Scenario 1: Simple Road

The simple road scenario is used to showcase how the
different weights calculations affect the ability of the particle
filter to accurately determine velocity and position of an object.
In this scenario the measured radial velocity is close to the
object velocity. As metrics we use the following: ∆x and
∆v are the average norm of difference between cluster value
and ground truth object. As a measure for how fast the filter
converges we take the time td when the first cluster can be
found consistently. Furthermore we compare how much of the
whole scenario has been tracked by calculating the average
duration D an object is tracked relative to the total time. The
results are summarized in table I.

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 1

Evaluation Particle weights
metric position weight velocity weight dual weight

∆x 1.20 m 0.84 m 0.53 m
∆v 0.55 m/s 0.22 m/s 0.39 m/s
td 0.92s 0.29s 0.49s
D 85 % 89 % 91 %

It shown that when velocity is included in the weight com-
putation (velocity/dual) outperform the only position based
version, both in time to converge and accuracy. This shows that
using the radial velocity when it’s correct boosts performance.
The differences between dual weight and velocity weight can
be explained with the randomness in the particles. Although

the velocity weight should deliver a better estimate there is
still always the chance that a particle appears directly next to a
measurement and is rewarded with a high position weight. This
in return affects the overall performance of the dual solution
as the correct velocity is not guaranteed.

B. Scenario 2: Highway

In this case we want to prove that the dual solution is able to
compensate for lack of tangential velocity measurement from
a radar sensor. The same metrics as in the previous scenario
are used except the time until the first clustered object. Results
are summarized in table II.

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 2

Evaluation Particle weights
metric position weight velocity weight dual weight

∆x 2.3 m 3.3 m 1.8 m
∆v 3.4 m/s 3.3 m/s 2.8 m/s
D 34 % 40 % 63 %

In all metrics the dual weight approach can achieve the
best results. The difference in performance becomes especially
visible when looking at the tracking duration on an object level
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The results for the average tracking time per object for each of the
three computations is shown. It can be observed that the dual weight has by
far the longest tracking time.

The dual weight shows exactly the desired behavior. When
one of the weights doesn’t allow the particle filter to track an
object, it can be compensated with the other one if it better
suits the situation. ”Object 3”, a truck moving parallel to the
ego-vehicle (Fig. 5) is a good example for this. Although
clearly visible for the sensor, the measured radial velocity
is significantly lower than the actual one, which makes it
difficult for the velocity weight to track it. On the other side
the position weight has no such issues at it’s only relying on
the position. Our introduced dual weight approach utilizing the
weights in parallel, can outperform each of the single weights.
The described behavior is also directly visible in the created
dynamic grids in Fig. 7.



Fig. 7. Examples of generated dynamic occupancy grids are given. The
occupancy grid based on the dual weight provides the most complete picture.
The color indicates dynamic and the direction of the movement. A free cell
is white and static black, although not visible in the example.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A dual-weight particle filter as an extension for the Hybrid
Sampling Bayesian Occupancy Filter has been introduced.
It enables the framework to reliably work with only radar
data. During the evaluation with simulated data it has been
shown that the method can overcome common short comings
of radar sensors and that it works better than existing single
weight solution. In future work we would extend the evaluation
to real data and make a thorough comparison with a lidar
based solution, also in regard to free space and occupancy
calculation as well as to quantify the computational load.
Further, the impact of ghost objects (multi path propagation)
on dynamic grids, another common issue with radar sensors,
will be quantified. In a next step we would then like to use
semantic information from camera to further mitigate some of
the deficiencies of radar sensors.
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